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We know those precious dreams of yours — to surround yourself with a lifestyle 
you aspire to. However, more often than not those dreams come at a price most 
people can’t afford. To make our aspirational products accessible to more people 
we combine the best product innovations with what we call ‘emotional design’, 
all delivered at a market-leading price. At AM.PM we make everyday places 
extraordinary.
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Our designers

Design that
makes your
heart race
Our passion to create something extraordinary,
something that excites a multitude of human
senses, is at the heart of everything we do
at AM.PM. Of course we develop the best 
solutions in ergonomics, form and function but 
what’s equally as important to us is how our 
bathroom products make you feel. From
the moment your eyes take in our signature 
curves and your hands intuitively move over 
our smooth-action controls, you are connecting 
emotionally with the AM.PM experience. 
This unique design philosophy, what we call 
‘emotional design’ is the origin of our

iconic look and unmatched tactile experience.
We push the boundaries and inject fresh thinking
into our collections by working with best-in-class
European designers from completely unrelated
industries. The result is a timeless, sophisticated
style with distinct Nordic / Italian influences.

More than 20 designers

AM.PM Design is our in-house design studio that consists
of high-level professionals. AM.PM designers take inspiration 
outside the sanitary industry, constantly tracking trends in car, 
electronics and household goods design in order to create really 
extraordinary products.

Bjoern Vibrans and Wolfgang Wagner

Design3 is one of the world’s leading design studios. Founded
in 1987, the Hamburg based studio’s approach is based
on a modern interpretation of the classic German design values
of simplicity, functionality and ease of use. Their work has won 
more than 100 international awards.

Claudia Danelon and Federico Meroni

This innovative London-based product design studio combines 
expertise in architecture and interior and product design with
an understanding of brand experience to create products that are 
beautiful, functional and desirable.

Design3 AM.PM Design

GP designpartnersDanelonMeroni

Christoph Pauschitz, Rudolf Greger, Christian Rukower, Roland Kaufmann

GP is located in Vienna and was founded in 1992. A team of highly 
motivated designers, they offer more than 20 years of industrial 
design experience with an award-winning variety of product design 
— from bathroom facilities to cableways and from baby products 
to solar lights.

Michael Brandis 

Brandis Industrial Design was founded 1995 in Nuremberg, 
Germany, by Michael Brandis. Moritz Zahn is responsible for the 
creation of bathroom related products. More than 90 international 
design awards document the formal competence of the highly 
creative team, developing extraordinary products in various fields 
like, home electronics, communication, healthcare, new mobility 
and savety design in collaboration with their notable clients: Bosch, 
Siemens, Sennheiser, Uvex.

Brandis
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Our awards

94 design awards
in thirteen years –
faster than
anybody else in
industry
At AM.PM our unique design philosophy has
gained us a reputation for excellence, winning
us more design awards in quick succession than
any other bathroom brand over the last eight
years.  Never before have so many products
been awarded across all categories
and price points, coming from the industry’s
most respected names including Red Dot
and iF Product Design Awards.

With design so firmly at the core of our business,
it’s not surprising that our work is getting noticed.

That’s because we set the bar high at AM.PM.
Only products that deliver all our expectations
make it into our collections — boasting on-trend
designs, outstanding features and industry–
leading technologies. Our design engineering
process is comparable to that of a luxury car;
relentless over every detail, refining and refining
again until absolutely perfect.

We believe if something is worth doing, it’s worth 
doing in an extraordinary way.
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Aspirational
bathroom
collections
Discover nine unmatched collections by AM.PM, each one with a unique character
of its own. Nine ready-made bathroom solutions, their sophisticated details and iconic 
shapes creating a single harmonious whole. Never before has choosing bathroom 
products been such a sheer pleasure. By bringing you the joy of total functionality
and advanced technologies, combined with the excitement of our emotional design,
at AM.PM we make your everyday life truly extraordinary. You are sure to identify yourself 
with one of these.
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Inspire V2.0
Really extraordinary

Smart is inspiring. Originally created to give you the edge over conventional bathroom designs, 
the incredible Inspire range has been totally reworked to bring you styling and technology 
that which far ahead of its time. Packed with stunning features such as the TouchReel control 
option, that will revolutionize your bathroom experience, this smart designer range comes at a 
price that can’t be matched in today’s market.

Design by GP designpartners, Austria and Design3, Germany

Inspire V2.0
Really extraordinary

Smart is inspiring. Originally created to give you the edge over conventional bathroom designs, 
the incredible Inspire range has been totally reworked to bring you styling and technology that 
is way ahead of its time. Packed with stunning features such as the TouchReel control option, 
that will revolutionise your bathroom experience, this smart designer range comes at a price 
that can’t be matched in today’s market.

Design by GP designpartners, Austria and Design3, Germany
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Infrared basin mixer FIA02300

Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit MPAWPX1001WM

Single-lever basin mixer FIA02500

Toilet roll holder with box AIA341500

Rimless wall-mounted toilet with TouchReel electronic e-bidet seat CCCIB1700SCAG 
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So minimalist and on-trend, the new Inspire V2.0 bathroom furniture is as smart as it is attractive. Its ultra-thin, aluminium
mirror features integrated touch-controlled lighting that provides the perfect light, at the perfect angle for applying
make-up. Another market-first from AM.PM is the under-sink drawer; specifically designed to fit all your beauty products
without an inch of wasted space.

Feel the pleasure of a truly amazing showering experience. With the all-new Inspire V2.0 ShowerSpot, it’s at your fingertips.
The mixer features two handles for intuitive control of the overhead and hand showers. Just choose the desired spray
mode by pushing the handle, then turn it to adjust the flow. The setting will remain unchanged until your next shower.
The thermostatic mixer maintains the preferred water temperature and features a cleverly integrated shelf for your 
favourite shampoo. And you’ll love the way the Inspire V2.0 hand shower feels with its tactile, soft-touch faceplate.
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Black is a bold and stylish colourway, that will add a touch of drama to any bathroom. Add black accents to your bathroom 
interior or create the complete look with iconic products from the Inspire V2.0 collection. The matte finish, coupled with
the concise hi-tech shape is perfect for premium spaces.

The new square shape in AM.PM ceramics is now also available in ultra-trendy matt black finish. Introducing our unique, 
first-to-market Twin Side technology — black toilet bowl featuring two different coatings: matte outside, glossy inside.
The seat is solid matt black duroplast, right the way through.
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Spirit V2.0
New spirit of the extraordinary

Your world will never be the same again. The totally reworked Spirit range is leading a complete 
revolution in bathrooms. Packed with innovations and new technologies, this extraordinary 
collection delivers performance and trend-setting style that will simply amaze you.

Design by Design3, Germany.
Update by Design by GP designpartners, Austria and DanelonMeroni, UK
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Wall-mounted vanity unit MSBAFXX1002WG

Rimless wall-mounted toilet with soft-closing seat cover CSB1700SC

Single-lever basin mixer FSA02100
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Spirit V2.0 
Looking for something extraordinary? The 
superergonomic design of these basin, shower
and bath-shower mixers has to be experienced 
to be believed. Unlike other mixers, the new 
generation Spirit V2.0 range works much more 
intuitively by pushing, not pulling. That‘s innovative! 
Incredibly easy to use, the organic-shape handle 
nestles comfortably into the palm of your hand, 
responding to the slightest pressure to control 
temperature and flow with remarkable accuracy. 

Spirit V2.1 
New and improved in so many ways, the elegant 
Spirit V2.1 mixers may appeal to more traditional 
tastes. This range has been restyled
and re-engineering to bring it bang up to date
with our very latest designs and technologies, 
offering the same high level of comfort
and ergonomics. Designed to fit into the palm of your 
hand, the joystick handles works so smoothly
with the super cartridge within to control 
temperature and flow perfectly. 
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Func
Function, with fun

With Func, functionality takes center stage. From clever storage solutions to sleek and smooth 
control mechanisms, this collection makes the end user’s experience more than just effortless. 
It makes it thoroughly enjoyable.
Welcome to the perfect fusion of functionality and fun. It’s Func.

Design by Brandis, Germany, Design 3, Germany and DanelonMeroni, UK 
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Single-lever basin mixer FFA02100

Wall-mounted tall cabinet MFACH04029WG

Wall-mounted vanity unit MFAFUX1201WG

Need quick access to your everyday essentials? Look no further… 
The Func Collection’s vanity unit with semi-integrated washbasin takes care of all your favourite 
accessories and everyday items. It has enough room for the whole family’s essentials.
The elegant basin’s built-in shelf has an impressive amount of storage space. The furniture 
design integrates convenient open shelving too, so you always have everything to hand.
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Extraordinary design, as if it came to us from the future, makes this shower system 
an eye-catcher in the shower area. The thermostatic mixer not only maintains 
your chosen water temperature; it is also the perfect storage accessory. It comes 
equipped with a generous glass shelf so your showering essentials are always
at your fingertips.

Choose maximum showering pleasure with the intuitive control panel and ergonomically-designed handle.
Increase/decrease the water flow and temperature using the control dial on the side of the mixer. Set and forget — 
the settings you have chosen will remain unchanged until your next shower. The thermostatic mixer allows you to switch 
between the two showers at the touch of a button. Highlight: you can use both hand and overhead shower at the same 
time.
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From accessories to mixers, the smooth shapes and 360° storage solutions are reflected literally in every product
of the Func collection. At AM.PM, we believe the little details are just as important as the bigger ones.  Take bathroom hygiene to the next level with this wall-mounted, wash-down toilet from the Func collection! Its rimless 

design means that nothing can hide — everything gets hygienically washed away. 
The toilet is equipped with an ultra-thin modern easy-off soft closing seat cover. Ergonomic shape of seat cover
for additional comfort in use.
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Gem
Gem for your everyday

Looking for a no-nonsense range that looks cool and ticks all the boxes?
Then the brand new Gem range is for you. With its distinctive edging and outstanding
hexagonal shape, it’s a real diamond of a range at such an affordable price.
We’ve thought of every detail with this stylish collection, from great ergonomics to high
performance, it’s got everything you need for your bathroom.

Design by GP designpartners, Austria and DanelonMeroni, UK
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Single-lever basin mixer FGA02100

Double towel hook AGA35600

Wall-mounted vanity unitMGAFHX07522WG44

Wall-mounted tall cabinetMGACHL0306WG44

Mirror with LED lightingMGAMOX0651SA

Gem‘s trendsetting design usually comes with a much 
higher price tag. The narrow cabinets with deep, capacious 
drawers to carry 35kg will fit a bathroom of any size.
Gem is the first range to introduce the most advanced 
push-to-open fittings and contemporary colors
and finishes: you will find both glossy and matt options. 
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The wall-mounted toilet from the Gem collection blends beautifully into your bathroom with its simple, angular shape
and rounded edges. Its rimless construction means there are no rims or hidden areas, giving full visibility and access
to the bowl’s internal surface.

Sleek and sporty, Gem’s distinctive hexagonal form carries through effortlessly on all of our mixer taps and shower
products to create a range that combines high-end looks with complete practicality. It‘s all in the detail. Available in a choice
of sizes to fit your budget and your basin, with a larger body, these mixer taps are a real treat to use.
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The most anticipated model in the Gem collection: the built–in basin mixer is the answer to the changing needs
of customers who are looking for simple and stylish bathroom solutions. Now in ultra-trendy matt black, its design
was developed by the world-famous studio GP designpartners.  

Gem’s iconic styling turns even the simplest of bathroom accessories into cool design features that you’ll just love using 
day after day. Gem’s accessories collection includes everything you need from a soap dish to a toilet roll holder.
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Flash
A flash of inspiration

The Flash collection leaves a lasting impression from the very first moment. Clean, minimalist 
lines, combined with incredible functionality and flexibility designed for everyday use.
The result? A bright flash of a collection, that overshadows anything else at this market 
positioning.
 
Design by Brandis, Germany and DanelonMeroni, UK 
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Single-lever basin mixer FNA02100

Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit MNAWCD1202WG

Wall-mounted vanity unit MNAFXX120GM

Wall-mounted tall cabinet MNACXX0356GM  

Mirror cabinet with LED lighting MNAMCL1202WF

Exceptional in design, practical in function; that is the Flash 
bathroom furniture collection. A fusion of textures, creatively 
mixing wood and matt finishes for a tasteful solution
for those that love bold design. The Flash furniture range
is available in two trend-leading colors, offering both open 
and closed storage systems. 
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The conical bowl, with its strictly aligned forms, is a perfect example of traditional 
German design. Created by our own in-house studio, this stylish short projection 
design is a great space-saver in the bathroom. It comes with a specially-designed 
duroplast soft-close seat, which incorporates a ‘microlift‘ function. The slim
wrap-over seat features a built-in, one-button, quick-release mechanism.

Flash is an extensive collection, covering a wide range of bathroom and showering categories from built-in bathtubs
to mixers. It’s the answer to all your needs. 
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X-Joy
Extraordinary everyday joy 

X-Joy brings high design to the mass segment: beautiful forms, quality materials
and clever features are now accessible at a surprisingly affordable price.
It’s our everyday champion. Making every day a little more extraordinary.

Design by GP designpartners, Austria and DanelonMeroni, UK
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Single-lever basin mixer FXA02100

Single-lever bath and shower mixer FXA10000

Wall-mounted vanity unit MXAFHX0802WG

Wall-mounted tall cabinet MXACHR0306WG

Mirror with LED lighting MXAMOX0801WG

The most aesthetic combination of colors and textures: 
the white glossy facades are complemented by a light 
wood finish. Eco–friendly and surprisingly durable 
polyacrylic enamels — a special painting technology in 7 
layers surpasses the technology of applying auto enamel 
from leading German brands and provides a rich color 
throughout the entire service life. 
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The X-Joy toilet is sure to please with its smooth, elegant silhouette and exceptional 
functionality. The slimline, low profile seat adds to its elegance, and its rimless design 
assures 100% hygiene and 0% spray.

Give your bathroom an upgrade with a wide range of mixers from the X-Joy collection. Designed to exceptionally high 
standards, they are all are equipped with exclusive AM.PM cartridges. In addition to their high performance design
and functionality, they also feature an Everlast surface that’s extra quick and easy to clean.
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Hit
№1 hit on the bathrooms chart

The Hit collection stands for clear lines and functional design. Smooth surfaces and geometric 
shapes highlight its simplicity and visual purity. With this collection you will turn your bathroom 
into an absolute hit that will amaze everyone.

Design by GP designpartners, Austria and DanelonMeroni, UK 
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Single-lever basin mixer FTA02200

Wall-mounted vanity unit MTAFHX1002WG

Mirror with LED lighting MTAMOX1001SA 

Wall-mounted tall cabinet MTACHR0306WG

With its minimalistic design, Hit bathroom furniture makes 
an elegant impression in any bathroom. Its discreet metallic 
handles give a refined, understated look. Two of the pull-out 
compartments of the vanity unit feature the Soft-Close 
system, for a touch of luxury.
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This wall-mounted toilet is love at first sight with its ultra-fashionable form
in the Dynamic Organic style. A compact design solution: it works perfectly in any 
size bathroom thanks to its 49cm short projection.

Hit accessories are the perfect completion of this impressive collection.
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Sensation
Masterpieces that excite

Inspired by organic shapes and perfected by the dynamic lines of human-crafted 
objects, Sensation is the range for the sophisticated and sensual for those who 
cherish effortless beauty and flawless masterpieces.

Design by GP designpartners, Austria, and DanelonMeroni, UK

Sensation
Masterpieces that excite

Inspired by organic shapes and perfected by the dynamic lines of human-crafted 
objects, Sensation is the range for the sophisticated and sensualfor those who 
cherish effortless beauty and flawless masterpieces.

Design by GP designpartners, Austria, and DanelonMeroni, UK
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The gently rounded ceramic of the wall-mounted toilet from the Sensation collection is complemented perfectly
by its equally rounded seat, continuing the curves seamlessly for a truly aesthetic finish. 
Embrace a whole new level of comfort, thanks to the adjustable bidet modes: back, lady and massage, as well
as a luxurious seat heating function. The built-in stainless steel self-cleaning nozzle helps prevent bacteria growth,
and to top it all, enjoy the delicate mood lighting, designed for creating subtle ambience at night.

The Sensation collection is the best way to experience what emotional design is all about. Every product is perfected — 
calculated curves and dynamic organic shapes allow the products to work together easily, creating a coordinated look
for new emotions every day.
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Every detail of the furniture in this collection is destined to highlight the taste
of its owner. The specific design of the washbasin creates the feeling
of weightlessness as if it’s floating on air. A variety of fashionable designs
and functional features, such as full-extension drawers, will satisfy even the most 
sophisticated desires. Exquisite Sensation furniture is perfect both in functional 
details and design, thanks to ultrasensitive sensors, adjustable warm/cold lighting, 
double mirrors and organisers.
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Like
You will like it

The Like collection brings a profusion of exciting features and superb design
that you wouldn‘t expect to find at a price this attractive. You will definitely like
the range’s stylish contemporary design and surprising functionality.

Design by GP designpartners, Austria, and DanelonMeroni, UK
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Single-lever basin mixer FLA02100

Thermostatic bath and shower mixer F07LA500

Hygienic set F0HLA600

Elegant, strong and generously sized, Like‘s mixers come
in a fine range of shower, bath, washbasin and hygiene sets. 
The design is once again packed with trendy twists
and smooth aesthetics.
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The Like wall-hung WC has an advanced rimless option,
FlashClean for maximum hygiene and ultimate safety —
an all-new feature for this segment. It prevents oversplashing
of water and gives complete access to every area
inside the bowl. Cleaning time is just a question of minutes.

Like’s designer hook is not only large in size, but also in strength and practicality. The sleek and stylish shaping also 
resembles a happy, smiling face    — which yours will become whenever you encounter Like.

The superb flexibility and incredible value of Like’s accessories give the users a wealth of opportunity to tailor their room 
the way they want. Like nothing else for such a generous price. 
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Unique in
every detail
You will never find an unremarkable product in AM.PM collections. Our designers‘
and engineers‘ close attention to minute details make it possible for every single product 
to become a real hero in your bathroom, bringing you new sensations. Emotional design, 
cutting edge functionality and high-demand technologies are characteristic for every 
AM.PM product, because we want your bathroom to be extraordinary in every detail.
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Sanitary ceramics
Inspire V2.0 

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet
with TouchReel electronic
e-bidet seat
CCCIB1700SCAG

Introducing an extraordinary combination of premium functions 
- an award-winning toilet, now available with the sleekest, high 
performance bidet cover. Forget the high-priced, bulky electronic 
covers, you‘ve seen before. Now, for the first time ever, AM.PM 
makes this upmarket product affordable for everyone, brought
to you in a cutting-edge design that matches the updated Inspire 
wall-mounted toilet perfectly. 

Smart seat equipped with TouchReel technology. Change bidet 
modes, adjust water temperature, nozzle position and water 
pressure intuitively - all using a rotating control reel. The system
can be remote-controlled.

Ultra-thin seat and cover with easy-off and soft-closing hinges. First 
to market: UF hard plastic seat with its durability, pure-white color 
and scratch resistance comes with a built-in preheating function.

FlashClean: a new generation of rimless toilets with no plastic parts, 
makes it 100% hygienic and eliminates spray. 
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*Mixer is not included

Sanitary ceramics
Inspire V2.0

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CIB1700SC

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with TouchReel electronic
e-bidet seat

CCCIB1700SCAG

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
with EasyClean Coating

CIB1700SCA

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CIB1700MBSC

Wall-mounted bidet*
CIB3411WH

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CIB1700MWSC
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Sanitary ceramics
Inspire

FlashClean (rimless) wall-mounted
toilet with electronic e-bidet seat

CCCIB1700SC
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*Mixer is not included *Toilet seat and mixer are not included

Sanitary ceramics

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
with EasyClean Coating

CSB1700SCA

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CSB1700SC

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CSB1701SC

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CSB1700MWSC

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-hung bidet*

CSB3411WH

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CSB8600SC 

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CSB1700MBSC

Spirit V2.0
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Sanitary ceramics

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CFA1701SC

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CFA1700MBx

Func

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CFA1700SC
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Sanitary ceramics

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
with EasyClean coating

CGA1700SCE

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CGA1700SC

FlashClean (rimless)
floor-standing toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CGA8600SC

Gem
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Sanitary ceramics

FlashClean (rimless) wall-hung
toilet with soft-closing seat cover

with EasyClean coating
CNA1700SCE

 FlashClean (rimless) wall-hung
toilet with soft-closing

seat cover
CNA1700SC

FlashClean (rimless)
floor-standing toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CNA8600SC

Flash
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Sanitary ceramics
X-Joy

FlashClean (rimless) wall-mounted
toilet with soft-closing seat cover

CXA1700SC
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Sanitary ceramics
Hit

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CGA1700SCE

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CGA1700SC

FlashClean (rimless)
floor-standing toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CTA8601SC
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FlashClean (rimless) wall-mounted
toilet with TouchReel electronic

e-bidet seat
CCCEA1700SC

Sanitary ceramics
Sensation
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Sanitary ceramics

FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

with soft-closing seat cover
CLA1701SC

Like
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Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Func

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 
100 cm 
MFAFUX1001WG

The Func furniture collection is created to change your perception 
of storage. Func furniture stands out with its functionality, versatility, 
and mobility. Leading German engineers have carefully thought
out and considered every detail to create a collection that can easily 
be adapted to any size bathroom

A unique sink integrated with the countertop is made of cast marble 
with an ultra-trendy matte finish. The countertop and pedestal
in the form of an island under the mixer represent additional storage 
space for small accessories. 

A spacious pull-out drawer and a functional open niche create
a grand storage space. The open niche can also be used
as an interior design element. 

Incredibly soft opening and closing thanks to hidden mounting 
guides with a soft-close system.

Environmentally friendly and amazingly durable polyacrylic enamels 
- a special 7-layer painting technology surpasses the technology
of applying automotive enamel by leading German brands
and provides a rich color throughout the entire service life. 

Four designer combinations from the world-famous Design3 studio, 
Germany: glossy white,  matt white, craft oak, matte black
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Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 80 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 80 cm
MPAFHX0803WM
MPAWPX0801WG
MPAMOX0801SA

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 100 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 100 cm
MPAFHX1003EGM
MPAWPX1001WG
MPAMOX1001SA

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 120 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 120 cm
MPAFHX1203GM
MPAWPX1201WG
MPAMOX1201SA

Color options matt
white

elegant 
grey

matt 
graphite

Inspire V2.0

*Mixer is not included

Wall-mounted tall cabinet,
40 cm

MPACHX0406WM

Wall-mounted tall cabinet,
40 cm

MPACHX0406EGM

Wall-mounted tall cabinet,
40 cm

MPACHX0406GM
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Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Color options glossy 
white 

Universal vanity unit, 60 cm*
Washbasin for universal vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 65 cm
MSBAFXX0602WG
MSBAWCC0602WG

MFAMOX0803SA

Universal vanity unit, 80 cm*
Washbasin for universal vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 80 cm
MSBAFXX0802WG
MSBAWCC0802WG
MSBAMOX0801SA

Universal vanity unit, 100 cm*
Washbasin for universal vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 100 cm
Set of 2 legs for the vanity unit, MSBA-LEGS

MSBAFXX1002WG
MSBAWCC1002WG

MFAMOX1003SA

Spirit V2.0

Universal vanity unit, 120 cm*
Washbasin for universal vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 55 cm
Set of 2 legs for the vanity unit, MSBA-LEGS

MSBAFXD1202WG
MSBAWCD1202WG

MFAMOX0553SA 

Universal tall cabinet,
35 cm

MSBACXX0356WG
Set of 2 legs for the tall
cabinet, MSBA-LEGS-TC

*Mixer is not included
All products are available in wall-mounted or floor-standing versions
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Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 60 cm*
Universal washbasin for vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 65 cm
MFAFUX0601WG
MFAWPC0600WM
MFAMOX0803SA

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 80 cm*
Universal washbasin for vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 80 cm
MFAFUX0801WM
MFAWPC0800WM
MFAMC0801GM

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 100 cm*
Set of 2 legs for vanity unit

Universal washbasin for vanity unit
Mirror with LED lighting, 100 cm

MFAFUX1001OF
MFALEGS015GM

MFAWPC1000WM
MFAMOX1003SA

Color options glossy 
white

matt
white

craft
oak

matt
black

Func

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 120 cm*
Set of 2 legs for vanity unit

Universal washbasin for vanity unit
Mirror with LED lighting, 55 cm

MFAFUX1201BM
MFALEGS015GM

MFAWPD1200WM
MFAMOX0553SA 

Tall cabinet
Open Space
Tall cabinet

Set of 2 legs for tall cabinet
MFACH0402WG
MFAOH0401WG

MFACH04029WG
MFALEGS-C015GM

*Mixer is not included
All products are available in wall-mounted or floor-standing versions
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Wall-mounted vanity unit, 60 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 65 cm
MGAFHX06022WG44

MGAWCC0602WG
MGAMOX0651SA

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 75 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 80 cm
MGAFHX07522WG44

MGAWCC0752WG
MGAMOX0801SA

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 60 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 65 cm
MGAFHX06022GM44

MGAWCC0602WG
MGAMOX0651SA

Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Color options glossy 
white 

matt 
graphite

Gem

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 75 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 80 cm
MGAFHX07522GM44

MGAWCC0752WG
MGAMOX0801SA

Wall-mounted tall cabinet, 30 cm**
MGACHR(L)0306WG44

Wall-mounted tall cabinet, 30 cm**
MGACHR(L)0306GM44

*Mixer is not included
**The product is available in right and left versions
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Wall-mounted vanity unit, 60 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit
Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 60 cm

MNAFXX0602WG
MNAWCC0602WG
MNAMCL0601WF

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 75 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 80 cm
MNAFXX0802GM
MNAWCC0802WG
MNAMCL0801WF

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 100 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit
Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 100 cm

MNAFXX100WG
MNAWCC1002WG
MNAMCL1001WF

Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Color options matt white
natural wood

matt grey
natural wood 

Flash

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 120 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit
Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 120 cm

MNAFXX120GM
MNAFXX120GM

MNAMCL1202WF

Wall-mounted tall cabinet, 
30 cm

MNACXX0356WG

*Mixer is not included
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Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Color options glossy white
light wood

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 45 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 65 cm
MXAFHX0451WG
MXAWCC0452WG
MXAMOX0651WG

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 55 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 65 cm
MXAFHX0552WG
MXAWCC0552WG
MXAMOX0651WG

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 65 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 65 cm
MXAFHX0652WG
MXAWCC0652WG
MXAMOX0651WG

X-Joy

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 80 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 80 cm
MXAFHX0802WG
MXAWCC0802WG
MXAMOX0801WG

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 100 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with LED lighting, 80 cm
MXAFHX1002WG
MXAWCC1002WG
MXAMOX0801WG

Wall-mounted tall cabinet
MXACHR0306WG

*Mixer is not included
**The product is available in right and left versions
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Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Color options glossy 
white

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 55 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with lighting, 55 cm*
MTAFHX0552WG
MTAWCC0552WG
MTAMOX0551SA

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 65 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with lighting, 65 cm*
MTAFHX0652WG
MTAWCC0652WG
MTAMOX0651SA

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 80 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with lighting, 80 cm*
MTAFHX0802WG
MTAWCC0802WG
MTAMOX0801SA

Hit

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 100 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit

Mirror with lighting, 100 cm*
MTAFHX1002WG
MTAWCC1002WG
MTAMOX1001SA

Wall-mounted tall cabinet, 
30 cm

MTACHR0306WG

*Mixer is not included
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Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 80 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit
Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 80 cm

MEAFHX0802WG
MEAWPC0801WG 

MEAMCR(L)0801WG

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 100 cm*
Washbasin for wall-mounted vanity unit
Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 100 cm

MEAFHX1002NF
MEAMCX1001WG
MEAMCX1001NF

Color options white 
glossy 

structured 
walnut

Sensation

Wall-mounted tall cabinet, 40 cm**
MEACHR(L)0406WG

Wall-mounted tall cabinet, 40 cm**
MEACHR(L)0406NF 

*Mixer is not included
**The product is available in right and left versions
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Washbasins and bathroom
furniture

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 65 cm*
Universal washbasin for vanity unit

Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 65 cm**
MLAFHX0652WG44
MLAWCC0652WG

MLAMCR(L)0650WG44

Wall-mounted vanity unit, 80 cm*
Universal washbasin for vanity unit

Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 80 cm**
MLAFHX0802WG44
MLAWCC0802WG

MLAMCR(L)0800WG44

Floor-standing vanity unit, 65 cm*
Universal washbasin for vanity unit

Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 65 cm**
MLAFSX0652WG44
MLAWCC0652WG

MLAMCR(L)0650WG44

Color options glossy 
white 

Like

Floor-standing vanity unit, 80 cm*
Universal washbasin for vanity unit

Mirror cabinet with LED lighting, 80 cm**
MLAFSX0802WG44
MLAWCC0802WG

MLAMCR(L)0800WG44

Floor-standing tall cabinet,
35 cm*

MLACSR(L)0356WG44

*Mixer is not included
**The product is available in right and left versions
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Mixers and showers
Func

ShowerSpot with 
thermostatic shower mixer
F07FA200

Introducing new collection of mixers and shower systems — the 
most functional collection in the AM.PM lineup. Our engineers have 
carefully thought out every detail to make the process of using our 
products intuitive for all family members, and the emotions from 
interacting with them — unforgettable!

The aesthetic silhouette will become a real decoration of a modern 
bathroom and will perfectly complement other products from
the collection

Even more storage space: the mixer is made in the form of
a spacious shelf. The impressive size of the shelf (40 cm) allows
you to keep all your favorite products at hand

Intuitive control: just one convenient handle to adjust the tempera-
ture and water flow. The handle is complemented by an innovative 
non-slip coating, which allows comfortable control of the shower 
system even with soapy hands

Switching water flows is done by pressing buttons on the front
panel. The trendy rectangular shape and enlarged size of the
tropical shower will give you the feeling of a real home SPA
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Single-lever basin mixer
FIA02500

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FIA82500

Mixers and showers 

Infrared basin mixer
FIA02300

Thermostatic dual outlet mixer
for concealed installation*

FIA85700

Thermostatic single outlet mixer
for concealed installation*

FIA75700

Single-lever basin mixer
FIA02522

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FIA82522

*Required Part: MultiDock universal basic unit F100100

Inspire V2.0
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Mixers and showers 

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07IA400

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07IA500

Shower set
F01IA000

ShowerSpot
F07IA000

Inspire V2.0
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Mixers and showers 

Shower set
F01IA022

ShowerSpot
F07IA022

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07IA422

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07IA522

Inspire V2.0
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FSA02100

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FSA82100 

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FSA92000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FSA92200

Single-lever bath and shower
mixer

FSA10000

Single-lever shower mixer
FSA20000

Spirit V2.0

Single-lever bidet mixer with
push-open waste set

FSB83100
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Mixers and showers

Shower set
F01SA000

ShowerSpot
F07SA000

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07SA400

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07SA500

Spirit V2.0
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Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FSB82100

Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FSB02100

Single-lever shower mixer
FSB20000

Single-lever bath and shower
mixer

FSB10000

Spirit V2.1
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Single-lever basin mixer
FFA02100

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FFA82100

Mixers and showers

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FFA92000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FFA92200

Bath and shower shelf mixer
FFA10500

Hygienic set
F0HFA900

Func

Mixer with a shelf and a cascade 
spout for concealed installation 

FFA72700
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FFA02122

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FSA92222

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FFA82122

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FFA92022

Bath and shower shelf mixer
FFA10522

Hygienic set
F0HFA922

Func

Mixer with a shelf and a cascade 
spout for concealed installation 

FFA72722
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Mixers and showers

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
bath shower mixer

F07FA500

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07FA200

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07FA300

Func

ShowerSpot with shelf mixer
F07FA700

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07FA400 
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ShowerSpot with thermostatic
bath shower mixer

F07FA522

Mixers and showers
Func

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07FA222

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07FA322

ShowerSpot with shelf mixer
F07FA722

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07FA422
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FGA02100

Single-lever basin mixer
with function shower

FGA03000

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FGA82100

Single-lever basin mixer Ecostart
FGA02800

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FGA92000

Single-lever bath and shower
mixer

FGA10000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FGA92200

Single-lever tall basin mixer
Ecostart

FGA92800

Single-lever shower mixer
FGA20000

Single-lever basin mixer
for concealed installation

FGA72200

Thermostatic bath and shower
mixer

FGA50000

Thermostatic shower mixer
FGA40000

Gem

Single-lever shower mixer for
concealed installation*

FGA75000

Single-lever bath and shower
mixer for concealed installation*

FGA85000

Thermostatic single outlet
mixer for concealed

installation
FGA75600

Thermostatic dual outlet
mixer for concealed installation*

FGA85500
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FGA02122

Single-lever basin mixer
with function shower

FGA03022

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FGA82122

Single-lever basin mixer Ecostart
FGA02822

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FGA92022

Single-lever shower mixer
FGA20022

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FGA92222

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FGA10022

Thermostatic bath
and shower mixer

FGA50022

Thermostatic shower mixer
FGA40022

Single-lever basin mixer
for concealed installation

FGA72222

Gem
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ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07GA400

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
bath and shower mixer

F07GA500

Mixers and showers

ShowerSpot
F07GA000

Shower set
F01GA000

Gem
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ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07GA422

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
bath and shower mixer

F07GA522

Mixers and showers

ShowerSpot
F07GA022

Shower set
F01GA022

Gem
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FNA02100

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FNA92200

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FNA82100

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FNA92000

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FNA10000

Single-lever shower mixer
FNA20000

Flash

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07NA400

ShowerSpot with shelf mixer
F07NA700

ShowerSpot
F07NA000

Thermostatic bath
and shower mixer

FNA50000

Thermostatic shower mixer
FNA40000

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07NA500
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FNA82122

Single-lever basin mixer
FNA02122

Thermostatic bath
and shower mixer

FNA92022

Thermostatic shower mixer
FNA92222

Single-lever basin mixer
for concealed installation

FNA10022

Single-lever basin mixer
for concealed installation

FNA20022

Flash

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07NA422

ShowerSpot
F07NA022

Thermostatic shower mixer
FNA40022

Thermostatic bath
and shower mixer

FNA50022

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07NA522
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FXA02100

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FXA82100

Single-lever basin mixer
Ecostart

FXA02800

Single-lever basin mixer
with function shower

FXA03000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FXA92000

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FXA10000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FXA92200

Single-lever shower mixer
FXA20000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
Ecostart

FXA92800

Thermostatic bath
and shower mixer

FXA50000

Single-lever bidet mixer
FXA83100

Thermostatic shower mixer
FXA40000

X-Joy

Single-lever shower mixer for
concealed installation

FXA65000

Single-lever bath and shower
mixer for concealed installation

FXA45000

Hygienic set
F40HXA00

Freestanding bath mixer
FXA14100

Hygienic set
F0HXA800

Single-lever basin mixer
for concealed installation

FXA72600
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FXA02122

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FXA82122

Single-lever basin mixer
Ecostart

FXA02822

Single-lever basin mixer
with function shower

FXA03022

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FXA92022

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FXA10022

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FXA92222

Single-lever shower mixer
FXA20022

Single-lever tall basin mixer
Ecostart

FXA92822

Thermostatic bath
and shower mixer

FXA50022

Single-lever bidet mixer
FXA83122

Thermostatic shower mixer
FXA40022

X-Joy

Hygienic set
F0HXA822

Single-lever basin mixer
for concealed installation

FXA72622

Freestanding bath mixer
FXA14122
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FXA02133

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FXA82133

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FXA10033

Single-lever shower mixer
FXA20033

Single-lever bidet mixer
FXA83133

Freestanding bath mixer
FXA14133

X-Joy
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Mixers and showers

ShowerSpot
F07XA000

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07XA400

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07XA500

ShowerSpot with shelf mixer
F07XA600

ShowerSpot with shelf mixer
F07XA700

X-Joy

Shower system with two outlets
for concealed installation

FBXA10020

Shower system with two outlets
for concealed installation

FBXA1RH20
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Mixers and showers

ShowerSpot
with thermostatic

shower mixer
F07XA422

ShowerSpot
with thermostatic

shower mixer
F07XA522

ShowerSpot
with shelf mixer

F07XA622

ShowerSpot
with shelf mixer

F07XA722

X-Joy

Shower system
with two outlets

for concealed installation
FBXA1RH22
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FXB02100

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FXB82100

Single-lever basin mixer
Ecostart

FXB02800

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FXB92000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FXB92200

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FXB10000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
Ecostart

FXB92800

Single-lever shower mixer
FXB20000

Single-lever shower mixer
for concealed installation

FXB65000

Single-lever bidet mixer
FXA83100

Single-lever bath and shower
mixer for concealed installation

FXB45000

Hygienic set
F40HXB00

X-Joy S

 ShowerSpot with shelf mixer
F07XB700

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07XB300
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FXB02122

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FXB82122

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FXB92022

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FXB92222

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FXB10022

Single-lever shower mixer
FXB20022

Single-lever bidet mixer
with waste set

FXB83122

X-Joy S

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07XB322

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07XB722
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FXB02133

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FXB82133

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FXB10033

Single-lever shower mixer
FXB20033

Single-lever bidet mixer
with waste set

FXB83133

X-Joy S
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FTA02100

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FTA82100

Single-lever basin mixer
FTA02200

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FTA82200

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FTA92000

Single-lever shower mixer
FTA20000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FTA92200

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FTA10000

Hit
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Mixers and showers

Single-lever basin mixer
FTA02122

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FTA82122

Single-lever basin mixer
FTA02222

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FTA10022

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FTA92022

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FTA82222

Single-lever shower mixer
FTA20022

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FTA92222

Hit
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Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FEA82100

Deck mounted mixer
FEA08000

Mixers and showers

Single-lever shower mixer
FEA20000

Sensation

77

76

Shower set
F0130000

ShowerSpot 
with thermostatic 

shower mixer
F0730000

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shelf mixer
F07EA000
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*Required Part: MultiDock universal basic unit F100100

Single-lever basin mixer
FLA02100

Single-lever basin mixer
with waste set

FLA82100

Mixers and showers

Single-lever tall basin mixer
FLA92000

Single-lever tall basin mixer
with waste set

FLA92200

Single-lever bath
and shower mixer

FLA10000

Thermostatic shower mixer
FLA40000

Single-lever shower mixer
FLA20000

Thermostatic bath
and shower mixer

FLA50000

Hygienic set
F0HLA600

Like

Thermostatic dual outlet
mixer for concealed installation*

FLA85500

Single-lever bath and shower
mixer for concealed installation*

FLA85000

Single-lever shower mixer for
concealed installation*

FLA75000

Thermostatic single outlet
mixer for concealed installation*

FLA75600
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ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07LA400

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
bath and shower mixer

F07LA500

Mixers and showers

ShowerSpot
F07LA000

Shower set
F01LA000

Like

ShowerSpot with shelf mixer
F07LA700

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
bath and shower mixer

F07LA522

ShowerSpot with thermostatic
shower mixer

F07LA422
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Kitchen mixers
X-Joy

Kitchen mixer

FXA07022 

For more freedom of movement at the kitchen, AM.PM kitchen 
mixer tap with swivel spout is an ideal choice. The latest generation 
cartridge controls water pressure and temperature with amazing 
accuracy.

Geometry for better living.

Specially designed for AM.PM SoftMotion ceramic cartridge 35 mm 
provides optimal temperature control and allows mixer to function 
under pressure drops in the water supply system.

The spout can also be swiveled, you can move it in a swivel range
of 360°, making you very flexible when washing up.

Cleaning the tap is so easy, thanks to a durable surface.
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Kitchen mixers

Kitchen mixer
FXA07011

Kitchen mixer
FXA07022

Kitchen mixer
FXA07000

X-Joy
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Kitchen mixer
FLA07000

Kitchen mixer
FLA06000

Kitchen mixers

Kitchen mixer
FLA05000

Kitchen mixer
FLA07011

Kitchen mixer
FLA06011

Kitchen mixer
FLA06022

Kitchen mixer
FLA05011

Kitchen mixer
FLA07022

Kitchen mixer
FLA05022

Kitchen mixer
FLA07033

Like
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Accessories
Func

Toilet roll holder with shelf
AFA34140

The Func accessory collection combines vibrant design, impeccable 
aesthetics, and takes the functionality of each product to
a completely new level. The fully equipped collection consists of 13 
items, each of which is available in chrome and matte black colors.

The perfectly balanced proportions and well-designed shapes of 
Func accessories emphasize the unified design concept of
the entire collection

The streamlined shape of the toilet paper holder resembles
a modern smartphone. The product is equipped with a convenient 
shelf that can be used to store necessary items

Premium materials increase the product‘s lifespan while maintaining 
its impeccable appearance
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Accessories

Robe hook
AIA35800

Towel hook
AIA35500

Double towel hook
AIA35600

Towel hook set
AIA35900

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
AIA34200

Wall-mounted glass
soap dispenser

AIA36900

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
AIA34300

Wall-mounted double
glass tumbler
AIA343400

Hairdryer holder
AIA32300

Toilet roll holder
AIA34100

Toilet roll holder with box
AIA341500

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AIA33400

Inspire V2.0

Towel ring
AIA34400

Double towel swing
AIA32600
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Accessories

Robe hook
AIA35822

Towel hook
AIA35522

Double towel hook
AIA35622

Towel hook set
AIA35922

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
AIA34222

Wall-mounted glass
soap dispenser

AIA36922

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
AIA34322

Wall-mounted double
glass tumbler
AIA343422

Hairdryer holder
AIA32322

Toilet roll holder
AIA34122

Toilet roll holder with box
AIA341522

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AIA33422

Inspire V2.0

Towel ring
AIA34422

Double towel swing
AIA32622
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Accessories

Towel hook
AFA35500

Double towel hook
AFA35600

Towel hook set
AFA35900

Wall-mounted glass
soap dish

AFA34200

Wall-mounted glass
soap dispenser

AFA36900

Wall-mounted
glass tumbler

AFA34300

Toilet roll holder
AFA34100

Toilet roll holder with shelf
AFA34140

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AFA33300

Towel rail
AFA34640

Towel rack
AFA37700

Shower basket
AFA37600

Func

Shower basket
AFA53100
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Accessories

Towel hook
AFA35522

Double towel hook
AFA35622

Towel hook set
AFA35922

Wall-mounted glass
soap dish

AFA34222

Wall-mounted glass
soap dispenser

AFA36922

Wall-mounted
glass tumbler

AFA34322

Toilet roll holder
AFA34122

Toilet roll holder with shelf
AFA341422

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AFA33322

Towel rail
AFA346422

Towel rack
AFA37722

Shower basket
AFA37622

Func

Shower basket
AFA53122
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Accessories

Double towel hook
AGA35600

Towel hook set
AGA35900

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
AGA34200

Wall-mounted glass
soap dispenser

AGA36900

Wall-mounted
glass tumbler
AGA34300

Toilet roll holder
AGA34100

Toilet roll holder with lid
AGA341400

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AGA33400

Gem

Gem

Towel rail
AGA346400

Triple towel swing
AGA32700
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Accessories

Double towel hook
AGA35622

Towel hook set
AGA35922

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
AGA34222

Wall-mounted glass
soap dispenser

AGA36922

Wall-mounted
glass tumbler
AGA34322

Toilet roll holder
AGA34122

Toilet roll holder with lid
AGA341422

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AGA33422

Gem

Towel rail
AGA346422

Triple towel swing
AGA32722
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Accessories

Towel hook set
ANA345500

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
ANA34200

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
ANA34300

Toilet roll holder
ANA34100

Toilet roll holder with lid
ANA341400

Wall-mounted toilet brush
ANA33300

Towel ring
ANA34400

Towel rail
ANA346400

Wall-mounted glass shelf
ANA55100

Wall-mounted glass shelf
ANA55200

Wall-mounted glass shelf
ANA56100

Wall-mounted double glass shelf
ANA56200

Flash

Wall-mounted corner basket
ANA52100

Wall-mounted double corner basket
ANA52200

Wall-mounted corner basket
ANA54100

Wall-mounted double
corner basket

ANA54200

Wall-mounted basket
ANA53100

Wall-mounted double basket
ANA53200
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Accessories

Towel hook set
ANA345522

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
ANA34222

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
ANA34322

Toilet roll holder
ANA34122

Toilet roll holder with lid
ANA341422

Wall-mounted toilet brush
ANA33322

Towel ring
ANA34422

Towel rail
ANA346422

Wall-mounted corner
shower basket

ANA52122

Wall-mounted double
corner basket

ANA52222

Wall-mounted corner basket
ANA54122

Wall-mounted double
corner basket

ANA54222

Flash

Wall-mounted basket
ANA53122

Wall-mounted double basket
ANA53222
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Accessories

Double towel hook
AXA35600

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
AXA34200

Wall-mounted glass soap
dispenser

AXA36900

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
AXA34300

Toilet roll holder
AXA34100

Toilet roll holder with lid
AXA341400

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AXA33300

Towel ring
AXA34400

Toilet roll holder with shelf
AXA341500

X-Joy
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Accessories

Double towel hook
AXA35622

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
AXA34222

Wall-mounted glass soap
dispenser

AXA36922

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
AXA343220

Toilet roll holder
AXA34122

Toilet roll holder with lid
AXA341422

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AXA33322

Towel ring
AXA34422

Toilet roll holder with shelf
AXA341522 

X-Joy
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Accessories

Double towel hook
ATA35600

Towel hook
ATA35500

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
ATA34200

 Wall-mounted glass
soap dispenser

ATA36900

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
ATA34300

Toilet roll holder with lid
ATA341400

Wall-mounted toilet brush
ATA33300

Towel ring
ATA34400

Towel rail
ATA346400

Hit
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Accessories

Robe hook
AEA35800

Towel hook
AEA35500

Free-standing glass soap dish
AEA31200

Wall-mounted glass soap
AEA34200

Shower basket
AEA34800

Free-standing glass
soap dispenser

AEA31900

Wall-mounted glass
soap dispenser

AEA36900

Free-standing glass tumbler
AEA31300

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
AEA34300

Toilet roll holder with shelf
AEA341500

Free-standing toilet brush
AEA33200

Wall-mounted toilet brush
AEA33300

Sensation

Towel rail
AEA346400

Jewelry box
AEA21000

Big jewelry box
AEA22000
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Accessories

Towel hook
ALA35500

Double towel hook
ALA35600

Wall-mounted glass soap dish
ALA34200

Wall-mounted glass soap
dispenser

ALA36900

Wall-mounted glass tumbler
ALA34300

Toilet roll holder
ALA34100

Toilet roll holder with lid
ALA341500

Universal toilet brush
ALA33400

Like

Double towel swing
ALA32600

Towel ring
ALA34400

Towel rail
ALA346400

Towel rack
ALA37700
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Wellness
Func

Acrylic bathtub 180x80cm
WFA-180-080W-A

The Func bathtubs emphasize the exceptional functionality of
the entire collection. Each carefully thought-out detail is designed
to create an atmosphere of relaxation and pleasure: a wide rim
for storing accessories, well-balanced geometry of the interior
space and optimal depth.

European standard   — the overflow drain is located in the center

The decorative drain plug replicates the shape of the bathtub

A wide ledge on one side of the bathtub adds additional storage 
space

Depth of 425 mm — for complete relaxation and maximum 
immersion in water
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Acrylic bathtubs

Rectangular bath
170 x 70 cm

Capacity 186 l
WSA-170-070W-A

Rectangular bath
150 x 70 cm

Capacity 160 l
WSA-150-070W-A

5
9

0

5
9

0

Spirit V2.0

Rectangular bath
180 x 80 cm

Capacity 225 l
WSA-180-080W-A

Rectangular bath
170 x 75 cm

Capacity 205 l
WSA-170-075W-A 

5
9

0

5
9

0
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Acrylic bathtubs

Rectangular bath
170 x 70 cm

Capacity 195 l
WFA-170-070W-A

Rectangular bath
150 x 70 cm

Capacity 176 l
WFA-150-070W-A
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Func

Rectangular bath
170 x 80 cm

Capacity 200 l
WFA-170-080W-A
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Rectangular bath
170 x 75 cm

Capacity 241 l
WFA-170-075W-A 
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Acrylic bathtubs
Func

Rectangular bath
180 x 80 cm

Capacity  220 l
WFA-180-080W-A
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Acrylic bathtubs

Rectangular bath
170 x 70 cm

Capacity 187 l
WGA-170-070W-A

Rectangular bath
150 x 70 cm

Capacity 163 l
WGA-150-070W-A
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Acrylic bathtubs

Rectangular bath
170 x 70 cm

Capacity 200 l
WNA-170-070W-A

Rectangular bath
150 x 70 cm

Capacity 176 l
WNA-150-070W-A
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Acrylic bathtubs

Rectangular bath
170 x 70 cm

Capacity 184 l
WXA-170-070W-A

Rectangular bath
150 x 70 cm

Capacity 156 l
WXA-150-070W-A
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Acrylic bathtubs

Rectangular bath
170 x 70 cm

Capacity 187 l
WTA-170-070W-A

Rectangular bath
150 x 70 cm

Capacity 158 l
WTA-150-070W-A
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Acrylic bathtubs

Rectangular bath
170 x 75 cm

Capacity 210 l
WEA-170-075W-A

Rectangular bath
180 x 80 cm

Capacity 230 l
WEA-180-080W-A 
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Acrylic bathtubs

Rectangular bath
150 x 70 cm

Capacity 163 l
WLA-150-070W-A

Rectangular bath
170x 70 cm

Capacity 187 l
WLA-170-070W-A
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In
no

va
tio

ns
Making
innovations
affordable
Creating innovations and bringing new technologies from the most advanced industries 
is the keystone of AM.PM‘s R&D team. We avoid straightforward solutions: every AM.PM 
product from ceramics and wellness to mixer taps and accessories correspond to the 
highest standards, and feature the most up-to-date trends and technologies. Our goal 
is to make innovations accessible for all. This is what drives us to make them truly 
affordable.

Making 
innovations 
affordable
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TouchReel
Now it’s real!

TouchReel technology integrated in our new Inspire V2.0 mixers and toilet seat

Inspire V2.0
mixers control

 - Switch on/off 

 - Water flow adjustment

 - Auto-run option — preset 
running time with auto shut-off                       
for convenience and water efficiency

Inspire V2.0
smart toilet seat control

 - Stylish white LED-indication for use  
in night mode

 - Adjustable bidet modes: back, lady, 
massage

 - Water pressure control

 - Accurate water temperature control

Meet the innovation: our brand new TouchReel technology, based on push-and-turn smart control.

Easy and intuitive — select and adjust all product functions by smoothly rotating the control reel. Enjoy the new level
of smart control with TouchReel.

Innovation
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Unique hygiene solutions 
X-Tap
The multifunctional hygiene solutions Extraordinary Tap 6-in-1 from AM.PM open up a wide range of possibilities for you.
No other brand offers such a variety of innovations and functions in one simple, yet essential product.

X-Tap mixers are equipped with an advanced cartridge that provides maximum comfort when using all functions. Thanks
to the innovative Smart Lock holder device, you will never forget to turn off the mixer again.

The hygiene shower is fully integrated into the mixer, which saves space. The shower is equipped with a 1500 mm hose 
with anti-twist protection, making the mixer suitable for use in various situations, such as filling large containers or washing 
a pet‘s paws.

The entire product is a stylish and practical shelf, perfect for storing everything you need at hand. Under the shelf, there are 
a toilet paper holder and a towel hook.

Innovation

Really extraordinary tap!
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Innovative Shower
Touch3 Cartridge

Innovation

Built-In 3-way Diverting Function

Patented Touch3 Cartridge has a built-in 3-way diverter inside the cartridge with 
2-inlet and 3-outlet ports. This technology enables streamlined faucet design
by eliminating extra diverters and complex structure with diverter mounted on
the faucet.

Water Saving Function for a Green Environment

Widened to 90°, easy-to-control rotating knob of Touch3 Cartridge allows users
to reduce volume of water flow easily for huge water saving compared to
the conventional lever handle that has only limited 25° control range.

Also, temperature variation during volume change of water flow is another factor 
forcing consumers to use conventional faucet at fully opened volume of water flow. 
With Touch3 Cartridge that provides water of consistent temperature water at all 
circumstances, you can join in saving water to create a greener planet for ourselves 
and the future generations to come. and the future generations to come.

Temperature Memory Function

Touch3 Cartridge memorizes the last shower temperature setting through
its patented independent temperature control, thus the user have no need to wait or 
adjust for comfortable showering temperature every time they turn on
the faucet. Conventional cartridge mostly cannot provide water of exactly the same 
temperature when closing/re-opening the faucet or adjusting the volume of water 
flow.

This feature encourages consumers to turn off the faucet when not needed as water 
temperature remains the same, enabling them to save significant volume of water.
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Multidock

Universal basic unit
F100100

Innovation

MultiDock is an absolute innovation from AM.PM. and, probably, the most faultless solution on the market. It‘s a multi-
purpose module matching any functional element including thermostatic mixers. Speed of installation is just one
of the benefits that makes MultiDock different from its competitors. While working on MultiDock, we thoroughly analyzed 
the needs of our customers and professional plumbers, gathered the best, newest engineering construction and created
a product that surpasses all others of its kind.
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Multidock
Compatible with:

Inspire V2.0
Thermostatic dual outlet mixer

for concealed installation
FIA85700

Like
Thermostatic dual outlet

mixer for concealed installation
FLA85500

Gem
Thermostatic dual outlet

mixer for concealed installation
FGA85500

Inspire V2.0
Thermostatic single outlet mixer

for concealed installation
FIA75700

Like
Thermostatic single outlet

mixer for concealed installation
FLA75600

Gem
Thermostatic single outlet

mixer for concealed
installation
FGA75600

Like
Single-lever bath and shower

mixer for concealed installation
FLA85000

Gem
Single-lever bath and shower

mixer for concealed installation
FGA85000

Like
Single-lever shower mixer for

concealed installation
FLA75000

Gem
Single-lever shower mixer for

concealed installation
FGA75000

Innovation
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FlashClean
4th Generation of Rimless Toilets

Func
FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

CFA1701SC

Innovation

Eco

FlashClean combines simple cleaning with
an environmentally friendly approach. Through careful 
analysis and research, AM.PM have achieved a truly unique 
combination — an eco-friendly 4.5 liter flush and a fully 
washed bowl, leaving no unwashed areas to harbor germs. 
As a result, water consumption is reduced by 25% without 
compromising flushing efficiency.

No oversplashing

FlashClean’s bowl has been designed to completely 
eliminate over-splashing, which means it meets
the most stringent EN requirements. According to European 
standards, tests are carried out to measure the extent
of water droplets on the floor, and our laboratory tests show 
FlashClean toilets have no water droplets — even
on the glass cover placed on top of the bowl.

Clean

FlashClean truly brings a new generation of rimless WCs.
Thanks to the perfectly engineered geometry of the bowl,
everywhere is accessible — there are no hard-to-clean 
areas. All this, combined with innovative flushing water 
dynamics, makes AM.PM rimless toilets the most hygienic 
and germ-free products on the market today.

Flash
FlashClean (rimless)
floor-standing toilet

CNA8600SC

X-Joy 
FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

CXA1700SC

Inspire V2.0
FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

CIB1700SC

Spirit V2.0 
FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

CSB1701SC

Spirit V2.0
FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

CSB1700SC

Gem
FlashClean (rimless)
floor-standing toilet

CGA8600SC

Gem 
FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

CGA1700SC

Hit
FlashClean (rimless)
floor-standing toilet

CTA8601SC

Flash
FlashClean (rimless)

wall-hung toilet
CNA1700SC

Hit
FlashClean (rimless)
wall-mounted toilet

CGA1700SC
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EasyClean Coating 
EasyClean – the innovative dirt-repellent coating for sanitary ceramics, that makes cleaning your bathroom easier. 
EasyClean prevents dirt and limescale from sticking to the surface, keeping the ceramic cleaner for longer. Thanks to the 
non-stick effect, dried dirt residues can be removed more easily, greatly reducing the need for chemical cleaning products.

 - Scratch-resistant, durable surfaces — for long-lasting ceramic cleanliness o

 - Perfectly hygienic 

 - Saves time when cleaning the bathroom 

 - High quality requirements for the material 

Innovation 90% less
cleaning time
cleaning agents
water consumption
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Additional services

Contact information

The AM.PM client service center is located 
in Oberhausen, Germany. Experienced 
international specialists there can answer 
any question online, consult you in different 
languages and give you information for clients in 
different countries.

We follow the next principles — to provoke 
desire, to surprise and to amaze our customers. 
This is why AM.PM was created, and that’s what 
makes our bathrooms so special.

We care about what you think and want to 
know what you have to say. Your reaction to 
our products and services is important to us. 
For further information about AM.PM and our 
products, please call:

Call center for European countries:
+49 (0) 30/12 16 58 27

Call center for Asian countries:
+86 21 36 56 57 70

Also on our website:
www.ampm-world.com
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